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in predicting bankruptcy including various methods of decision
trees and neural networks.
Different sections listed in this paper are: Section 2 is
highlighting the appropriate background information in predicting
bankruptcy. In section 3, related work is highlighted so that the
analysis done in our results and experiments can be easily
understood. Different methodologies used in this work are being
explored in Section 4 including scope for further discussions.

Abstract
Missing values are a widespread problem in data analysis. The
purpose of this paper is to design a model to handle the missing
values in predicting financial health of companies. Forecasting
business failure is an important and challenge task for both
academic researchers and business practitioners. In this study,
we compare the classification of accuracy in decision tree
methods (REP tree, C4.5) and with ANN method (K*) to handle
the missing values.
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The problem is stated as: A given set of parameters will be
there describing the present scenario of the company over a given
period of time and based on this data, the prediction problem will
be to find out the probability of the company to become bankrupt
in the coming year. A huge number of algorithms exist which are
used to construct classification model for bankruptcy prediction
[1, 11] like statistical techniques , Case Based Reasoning, Neural
Networks, Operational Research, Rough set, Evolutionary
technique, Fuzzy Logic, Isotonic separation, Wavelet, Decision
Tree and Hybridization techniques. In a variety of statistical
techniques, different methods used are Linear Discriminant
Analysis, Multivariate Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis, Logistic Regression, Linear Probability
Models (probit), Principal Component Analysis, Independent
Component Analysis, Z score, Zeta model and Factor Analysis.
Different techniques are employed in the field of artificial
intelligence and included in the study belonging to different
architectures of neural networks including Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis Function network (RBFN), and
Cascade Correlation Neural network (CASCOR). Different
techniques employed in the field of operational research include
Linear Programming (LP), Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
and Quadratic Programming (QP). Different techniques used in
evolutionary algorithms include genetic algorithm, particle
swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, artificial immune
system etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are some instances which may have missing attribute
values hence making the data incomplete [3, 4]. There can be
different reasons for which attribute values can be missing. In
order to handle missing data, different methods are available like
imputation method and case deletion methods. Imputation method
involves the replacement of the missing values with estimates
derived from applying statistical methods to the available data.
Whereas deletion method involves the deletion of all the instances
with missing values leading to the loss of useful information, thus
introducing some bias in the data. Statistical analysis is highly
obstructed with missing information. In addition to its
representation in the loss of key data, it also introduces biased
results in the analysis. In order to correct the problem of missing
data, we need to employ a sound method of imputation which
replaces missing [10] values with reasonable estimates.
Among different tools, bankruptcy prediction is a very good
technique which helps different financial organizations and
people in making different types of decisions based on different
parameters including company’s performance. Since 1960s, an
extensive research has been done in the field of prediction of
bankruptcy for financial firms. The tool of Bankruptcy aids the
creditors, auditors, stakeholders and senior managers in
identifying the problems at an early stage.
The appropriate people interfere in various business matters
and issues at an early stage so that the cost of business failure is
reduced to a greater extent. Based on these things, we can state
the problem as: A given set of parameters will be there describing
the present scenario of the company over a given period of time
and based on this data, the prediction problem will be to find out
the probability of the company to become bankrupt in the coming
year.
This paper presents a performance comparison among
different techniques used to handle the problem of missing values

3. LEARNING MODELS WITH DECISION
TREE AND NEURAL NETWORK (REPTREE,
C4.5 AND K*)
Data mining also known as Knowledge Discovery in
Databases is the process in which meaningful patterns are
discovered in huge databases. In addition to the extraction of
meaningful patterns, it acts as an application providing significant
and competitive advantages for making right decisions. Among
different techniques of data mining which are most commonly
used, decision trees provide the combined functions of
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classification and prediction simultaneously. In a decision tree,
nodes which are internal are considered as tests and the leaf nodes
are treated as categories. For getting the correct output in context
to the input pattern, filtering of the tests is done downwards
through the tree. Decision trees have an advantage of not requiring
any kind of statistical knowledge for prediction tasks. Input data
sets are represented in the form of decision table and the missing
values are represented in the decision table by “?”. Decision trees
are most commonly used techniques used for the process of
decision making [6]. This process involves the construction of a
decision tree having different branches and leaves which
represents various factors with respect to a given situation. A
decision tree in simple terms just behaves like a decision support
tool. A graph of decisions similar to a tree having the possible
outcomes including different factors like resource costs, results of
events and utility. It can be considered as a method for displaying
an algorithm. In an algorithm, following steps are followed
basically:

m

G  S , A   E  S    P  Ai  E  S Ai 
i 1

3.2 REPTree
This learning technique is based on C 4.5 algorithm and is
comparatively fast method of learning [4] and this technique is
capable to provide regression trees classification. A tree is made
known as decision or regression tree on the basis of information
gain or variance. The extra information which is not required is
removed using a pruning technique called as reduced-error
pruning. The attributes are evaluated to construct a decision tree
with respect to a goal represented by an attribute which is
quantitative in nature. In this method of constructing decision tree
is done using the method of variance reduction in order to get a
split which is balanced and hence resulting in reducing corrections
in errors. These steps are performed recursively to get a more
simplified and less error free tree as compared to the ones
generated in the earlier steps till the time a given stopping
condition is met.

 Base cases are evaluated.
 For each node representing an attribute, say, x, normalized
information gain is calculated which is normalized and
done by doing a split on x.

3.2.1 Mathematical Model:
m

Y    P Y  yi  log P Y  yi 

 After calculating gain for all attributes, assume that x_best
is the best attribute having highest normalized information
gain.

i 1

m

H Y | X     P  X  xi  H Y | X  xi 
i 1

 Then, a decision node is created that will split on x_best.

IG Y ; X   H Y   H Y | X 

 These steps are performed again in the form of recursion on
the sub trees which are attained by performing a split on
x_best and these nodes are added as the child nodes.

3.3 K*
K* [5, 9] is an instance based learner in which a measure and
examination of the performance on a range of problems is used.
In instance based learning mechanisms, a set of already classified
examples are taken and used to classify a new instance based on
these examples. In order to handle the problem of missing values,
a measure of entropic distance is used by the instance based
classifier. Missing valued attributes are treated as a separate value
and these are replaced with the average value.

3.1 C4.5
C4.5 [2] algorithm is basically a top to down decision tree.
During every stage, the most relevant and predictive attribute
which is having highest information gain is found and based on
this node, further nodes are split. Every node in the tree depicts a
point of decision around some value of the attribute. In C4.5
algorithm, following considerations are made:
i. A set of pre-classified samples denoted by PS = ps1,
ps2,...is taken as training data whereas the sample is
denoted as a vector of features represented by psi =
x1……xn.
ii. The set of training data is then added with a class
represented by Ci to which each sample belongs to where
i can be 1 to n.
In this algorithm, the problem of missing values is also
handled. For this, the type of the attribute value is checked first,
if it is new, it is substituted with a value which is most commonly
occurring known as mode. If the type is numerical, it is replaced
with most common occurring value mode. Missing nominal
attributes are assigned as label M and M is treated to be just like
other attribute value. This method of handling missing values
performs poorly in comparison with filling up with mean or mode.

3.3.1 Mathematical Model:
k

Euclidean =

 x  y 
i

i

x

 yi

i 1
k

Manhattan =

i 1

i

 k
Minkowski =    xi  yi
 i 1



2

q





1

q

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DISCUSSION
4.1 DATASET
The dataset used in this research is the bankruptcy data set
(http://www.pietruszkiewicz.com) in literature. It includes 120
companies from a period of two consecutive years. Among the
companies, 56 companies were bankrupted 2-5 years later. The
Table.1 illustrates each company is described by 30 attributes.

3.1.1 Mathematical Model:
m

E  S     P  f i  log 2 P  f i 
i 1
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 Recall R = (TP/(TP+FN))

Table.1. Attributes

X1
X2

Bankruptcy Dataset
Cash/current liabilities
Cash/ total assets

X3

Current assets/ current liabilities

X4

Current assets/ total assets

X5

Working capital/ total assets

X6

Working capital/ sales

X7

Sales/ inventory

X8

Sales/ receivables

X9

Net profit/ total assets

X10

Net profit/ current assets

X11

Net profit/ sales

X12

Cross profit/ sales

X13

Net profit/ liabilities

X14

Net profit/ equity

X15

Net profit/ (equity + long term liabilities)

X16

Sales/ receivables

X17

Sales/ total assets

X18

Sales/ current assets

X19

(365* receivables)/sales

X20

Sales/total assets

X21

Liabilities / total income

X22

Current liabilities/ total income

X23

Receivable/ liabilities

X24

Net profit/sales

X25

Liabilities/ total assets

X26

Liabilities/ equity

X27

Long term liabilities/ equity

X28

Current liabilities/ equity

X29

EBIT(earnings before interests and taxes)/total assets

X30

Current assets/ sales

 Precision P = (TP/(TP+FP))
 Accuracy= (TP+TN)/(TP+FN+FP+TN)
 F-score F1=2(R*P/R+P)
 True positive (TP) = the number of predicted positive cases
that are actually positive.
 True negative (TN) = the number of predicted negative cases
that are actually negative
 False positive (FP)= the number of predicted positive cases
that are actually negative
 False negative (FN) = the number of predicted negative
cases that are actually positive.
The Table.2 illustrates the confusion matrix for positive and
negative tuples.
Table.2. Confusion Matrix
Confusion matrix - Predicted class
Actual class

C1

C2

C1

TP

FN

C2

FP

TN

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The designs in this paper were performed using libraries from
Weka 3.7.4 [12] machine learning environment. A lot of studies
used in Weka in classification task, for examples. Fifteen selected
decision tree classifiers are used to build the classification models;
this classifier was briefly described above.
Each classification method was used as it is in Weka
environment which means that no additional parameter tuning
was performed before or during classification performance
comparison. As well as we evaluate AUC of the classification
methods using, each test we used 10 fold cross validation. We
summarize our machine learning work for bankruptcy prediction
in three main stages. First stage is attribute selection, second is
choosing appropriate predictor, and finally evaluation of model as
shown in Fig.1.

4.2 EVALUATION METRICS
Performance metrics were evaluated based on the
classification of confusion matrix. Here TP, TN, FP, FN represent
the usual notation for the matrix in terms of true and positive
results from the classifier. Recall and precision measures are good
indicators of the classifier performance. Accuracy refers to the
total correct classification for the set regardless of type. F1 score
quantifies the tradeoff between recall and precision and indicative
of the performance of the overall algorithm.

Fig.1. Bankruptcy Prediction Classification System
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Table.3. Classification Result
TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Class Accuracy
C4.5 with missing values(original data set)

C4.5 handled missing values
REPTree with missing values
(original data set)
REPTree handled missing values

K* with missing values (original data set)
K* handled missing values

0.804

0.148

0.826

0.804

0.814

0.844

-1

0.852

0.196

0.832

0.852

0.842

0.844

1

0.795

0.148

0.824

0.795

0.809

0.831

-1

0.852

0.205

0.826

0.852

0.838

0.831

1

0.804

0.172

0.804

0.804

0.804

0.845

-1

0.828

0.196

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.845

1

0.821

0.172

0.807

0.821

0.814

0.847

-1

0.828

0.179

0.841

0.828

0.835

0.847

1

0.786

0.164

0.807

0.786

0.796

0.88

-1

0.836

0.214

0.817

0.836

0.826

0.879

1

0.768

0.188

0.782

0.768

0.775

0.877

-1

0.813

0.232

0.8

0.813

0.806

0.875

1

82.5%

82.9%
81.6%

82.5%

79.1%

81.2%

experimental results conclude C4.5 is efficient rather than other
two.
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